Going into 2022, many Nations are being harassed now around the New Year’s Eve, a situation which points out only in two outcomes.

One outcome is the things some people claim, such as that this whole thing is going to be ending soon. The other outcome as we know after about 2 years that were to last for 15 days, is that the enemy will likely continue the situation indefinitely or until they pull another card.

They either accelerate the end of the hoax [because it's going bad for them] or they are preparing another move in the short term [Saturn will go into mid Aquarius soon] and they are planning another assault on the freedoms of humanity.

Overall, that is totally pathetic of them, but is there a thing that is of misery in this world, that isn't really owned by the enemy? Constantly oppressing humanity is all they are here to do.

Either way, we have to understand that this whole situation requires an analysis from one more perspective. Through this whole "pandemic" situation, one must take a few steps back besides any choice they might have made. If you do this, you will see:

1. Mutual hatred and constant fear energy have been risen, by both the vaccinated and the unvaccinated. Terror to both groups done on a constant basis.

2. The two groups were put in a form of civil war, where both groups had a certain logical background in regards to why they did their choices.

3. Both groups were ultimately, fooled and forced into doing at least one negative thing the enemy wanted in the end [their purpose was division and social chaos, upsetting economy etc.].

4. The two groups were equally trolled, the first were deceived based on the
"effectiveness" of the vaccine, and both had their freedoms stolen, despite of their approach of either.

Energy is wasted still on the redirected meme of the jews where people try to pluck each other's eye out in a house that the enemy is trying to set fire: That is global civilization right now.

5. As the above occurred, all the real underlying problems affected both groups. Workplace wise, economy wise, inflation wise, restrictions wise, isolation wise, etc.

6. Both groups were forced in a cycle of hate, directed against each other, rather than the incapable governments or Pfizer types of kikes who sell ineffective snake oil that stopped nothing from the "Pandemic" which has been creeping in as the "New Normal".

In a typical "Goat of Azazel" Ritual, the enemy blamed the "unvaccinated", the "mutations" [which we knew would arrive in the thousands as it's normal for the virus] or even tooth fairy and fake CGI created aliens. Anyone but the jew's fault here.

7. The Anti-Vax people were talking about apocalypse, the end, that we are all doomed, and wish for the death of the vaccinated.

8. The Vaxxed people, established themselves in a holier than thou and "die from Corona, you, conspiracy theorist" group too, doing the same as the above.

9. People in the middle, who, despite of choices in the medical area, understand what is going on, are the only good outcome out of this mess.

10. The mass of dying people comes from both the groups, some dying from vaccine complications that are covered up or from the so called "Co-Vid", but most importantly from the underlying poverty, bad hospitals, low health standards in many Nations etc. The question was indeed never about "Vaccinated" or "Unvaccinated". As I have reiterated for the last years, this was the tip of the iceberg on the bigger agenda of the enemy that unfolds in front of our very eyes on a daily basis.

11. Kikes profit from both groups one way or another.

Taking turns on Youtube, there is no shortage of Doomsday preachers that want to sell their supplements to the unvaccinated, and there is no shortage of
corrupted doctors that have been promoting the "vaccine" as a miracle solution straight from heaven that would "free us all!"

12. Both groups had their freedoms removed. The false narrative that the two must fight and that they are in antithesis or that one costs the freedoms of the other, is false. It has also sufficiently promoted the loss of freedoms for both.

13. The Governments are costing the freedoms of people with their stupid [so stupid that we might even say utterly deliberate] moves, and the jewing going in regards to cures and everything around the given situation.

People must ask, in either category, of judgement of the jews and Governments. Fighting each other is indeed a waste of energy at this point in time. Many will accept it as we go on, and many already have.

14. The above is also why we never engaged into the "DO IT!" or the "DO NOT DO IT!" business here in the Joy of Satan.

Instead we gave out the information to people and allowed everyone to say what they thought on the subject, without really engaging in the Youtube Doctor business or the Celebrity "Go Run Do Your Vaccine ["while I am just a shit actor, lol, and not a doctor"] type of business.

This choice in itself since the beginning was largely an illusion. Why?

15. Because if people said NO, the Governments would again move in with jewish restrictions, citing full blown pandemic. They could declare for example, a fake Martial Law to "bring back order" after an infinite surge of cases.

OR,

They could use similar arguments like they do today to restrain and keep restraining freedoms perpetually based on fake data.

Why?

Because there is a plan to enslave us all going on and to limit our freedoms. As we have reiterated here, Saturn is currently in Aquarius, and the enemy has picked this specific time to usher a new decade of restrictions and enslavement, but also conditioning of mankind [this is to formulate a greater war against the Era of Aquarius and they are trying to prepare early].
16. If people said YES, we clearly seen from Spain, Austria etc., that nothing changes, even if certain Nations vaccinate up to 90%. The Co-Vid shots and boosts up the ass continue indefinitely.

17. If people say NO, as we have seen in most world countries, this delays matters, but the enemy also uses this as a perpetual excuse to ramp up the "Co-Vid cases", lie their teeth in regards to deaths, and in the end, massacre and restrain either half of the population or both.

18. The abhorrent creatures of the enemy try to divide even families and human beings based on these decisions to dehumanize us even further, and further dehumanizing attempts are being done all the time in many fronts such as locking people in all the time or keeping them in digital isolated prisons. To be simpler, they want to borg us.

19. People if you pay close attention in many Nations didn't really have an objective choice. They were bullied, threatened coerced, and even forced to engage in one decision or the other. They were consistently fed fake advertisement data, and fake promises.

Even worse, scientific debate and opinion certainly didn't happen on any TV, or any News Panel [enemy controlled] and any opinion that aired that was different was only on the Internet.

20. In summa, the problem itself is the delusion people have that they can choose. We must be aware that our choices are limiting by the day, and we must resist the core ideals of this whole subversive cloaked "Communism" or however you want to call it, from rising in our societies.

One step further, the problem is that people are unaware of an agenda to enslave them. Many also do not CARE, which is the worse aspect of this all. Fewer and fewer are people by the day that don't see that this is going in this direction.

Even further, people have to understand: there are certain people in power right now who are criminals and believed that this was the major stepping stone to enforce plans such as the so called "Great Reset". These are the same people that do the Kalergi Plan or are onboard with numerous other bizarre agendas.

Truth doesn't matter to them, and they, if they feel confident enough, will try to enforce anything over any false pretext, ranging from Global Warming to the fact that some person farted and that this will cause a Solar Flare. They will pay
people to write that farts actually cause Solar Flares and that the only way to stop this is to sacrifice 1/3rd out of humanity because the New Testament said that this was what the Angel did that would facilitate the Return of Christ. This segment of those in power is flat insane.

This insanity is in part the normal thinking of the spiritually corrupted Judaism system that they follow, and they feel unbridled in their pursuits.

The reality of this subject is that the enemy has decided to play a gamble to usurp everyone's freedoms, irrespective of their choice. Our world is being changed and currently forced to change into something that many people thought was a "Conspiracy Theory" some time ago.

How many more freedoms will they remove? As much as they can. And for how long? Until people start valuing their FREEDOMS and fight to get them back.

And the reality remains that only when people start waking up on both ends from this whole freedom robbing fraud, there is going to be any moving out of this.

Another summary is that all the Conspiracy Theorists have been more or less right, and the same goes for all those who theorized this was a power grab and restrain of freedom, rather than merely a matter of stopping any illness.

The people who perceived this was just a normal situation and a normal event, remain on this category of sleepers, who try to shove their head inside a hole while the world is literally being terraformed over something as not influential such as this.

The jews and others in power revealed once again that all these theories they claimed were "Outrageous", are actually only cards they plan to play.

Good news out of this whole event, is that a strong percent of the population is not only outraged, but that many will remember this for a very long time.

Even a higher percent of people has not only been trying to wake up as a result, but has also been building immunity to the enemy hoaxing techniques and puppeteer techniques.

On the long term, if people adjust this thinking in their lives, this is very good news proceeding in the next era. A generation of free thinkers or at least smarter people might be borne out of this event.
However, at the same time, we will have a strong number of capitulated populations who have been revealed to not value their freedoms and liberties at all.

The amount of sleeping stupidity on the plant has been actually reduced from this event. That is the sole good thing that came out of this.

People have to indeed be not trusting or at least aware that we have crazy Jews in our governments or ruling world offices.

The situation has gone even further with UFO understanding and people getting shaken out of their conventional false jewtrix thinking.

We are on a fight for freedoms. We are being moved into a world where most people will be literal slaves, not in theory, without any ability of choice at all.

As I have written extensively, all the situation about the vaccines, the virus and the syringes, is an attempt to undermine all the Western foundations of medical rights and freedoms in their entirety.

It has become obvious that this whole sham follows the pattern the enemy has been playing for a very long time. It is not until people wake up to these games, that people can expect real change in this world.

Good news is that they have been exposed like never before with this, bad news is that people don’t understand this whole battle for their freedom is very far from over and will only be over when people will at large masses stop consuming all this garbage they are fed all the time.

The enemy is finished when people wake up sufficiently.

In the end of the day, those who are smart and awake people, even had a good time during these "times" of great upset. There is no shortage of people that used this time to research, learn, change their perspective, and in a sense try to move towards awakening rather than sleep.